Finish the Sentence

**Parent Directions:** Have your child read each sentence and then write the correct word in the blank line.

1. Are we going to stay at our Grandmother’s house for one _____________ or several _____________?
   - day     days

2. All of the _____________ were singing together, but I could only hear the soprano _____________.
   - voice   voices

3. Dad set up one picnic _____________, but it wasn’t enough so he had to set up more _____________.
   - bench    benches

4. In the story, a group of _____________ worked together to help the youngest _____________ solve the mystery.
   - spy      spies

5. Mom told me I just needed one _____________ on my bed, but I thought two _____________ would be softer.
   - mattress mattresses

6. I got a new _____________ and my brother and sister got new _____________, too.
   - watch     watches